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Introduction

THE ARTISTS FACING
THE DISASTER

What a strange year in 2020 ! Don't you think so ?

Facing the disaster : while the occidental world is placed in a kind of artificial
coma, we are tempted to identify a glimmer of hope : could this silent confinement contain the seeds of a return to an artistic life more spectacular and teeming than ever ? We must hope so, and it is not impossible, as artists seem
so determined to make progress, with sometimes unexpected projects. This
is an opportunity to push one's practice a little further, to make contact with
other artists to exchange, communicate and live our beautiful illusions of art.
ONLY THE BEST is our artistic ambition ! In this exceptional edition, you will
discover many talents that are just waiting to express themselves and to
emerge; there are treasures of creativity, intelligence and intention, but it is up
to the spectator to make his way to discover the 'rare pearl'.

A NICE SURPRISE ! This is the prize list of our 1st international art competition
with more than 20 winners and favourites... Life is wonderful when creators
mobilize to surprise and amaze us.

THE WORD OF THE POET : 'The artist, the true artist, the true poet, should
only paint according to what he sees and feels. He must be truly faithful to his
own nature. Do not despise anyone's sensibility. The sensibility of each one is
his genius'. Charles Baudelaire
It's up to you to play, create and live !

Enjoy your reading,
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celinegelisart.com
celine.gelis@free.fr

CELINE GELIS
FRANCE

Born in Toulouse (France) in 1992, Celine
Gelis will not reveal her art until 2018.

It was after a long and disabling disease
that this path opened up to her. She was
in the incapacity to be able to do anything
else, only in her art she could find a new
lease of life, and express heavy feelings
too difficults to express in words .
Self-taugh, jack of all trades, it is in drawing that she feels most inspired and
drawn to.

Life, and her own sensibility towards it, is
what motivates her portraits. During her
youth and teenage years, her emotional
hypersensitivity was more than an obstacle to have a peaceful life.

Every feeling was multplied, whether it
being joy, fear, angryness, sadness or
love. But it was too hard to handle for her.

After a long path of resiliance and personal development , what she used to considered a burden then, is now her biggest
asset. More than simply mastering a technique, she seeks to convey a message,
an emotion through her work.

When drawng a special somebody to someone, she wants the customer to feel
like the portait of her loved one is really
smiling to him, looking at him.
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In 2020, Celine Gelis Art was born. A first
serie « Untamed Emotion » started to see
daylight this samed year, and a new one
will be out soon, named « Witchcraft ». A
serie where she combine her love for portraits and realism to her interest in the
spooky culture.

facebook.com/cellieranne
casaesqui@gmail.com

ANNE CELLIER
ANDORRA

My name is Anne Cellier , I’m an selftaught person, I began to sculp in 2006
With clay , I’ve only be making potery for
2 years.
Clay is a natural material that allows you
to create all the shapes you want, it is a
unique means of expression that captures
the creator's energy and sensitivity.

sculpture allows me to express what I feel
deep inside me, I am always amazed at
what my hands can create so beautiful.
As for the pottery I shake myself exclusively with my hands without a potter's
wheel, it allows to have more authentic
and rich pieces of the person who creates,
of his sensitivity and his singularity.
For me the clay creations are a reflection
of the artist's soul, an immodest confidense.
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www.chanterax.com
chantalhem@gmail.com
«The artist’s method represents a mark of recognition in her works. There are many aspects that distinguish it, such as the
predominance of color and a careful analysis
of the expressive details. Her expressive capacity elects her as a singular an elegant Pop
portraitist, choosing to create works with which
she comes into harmony and which she feels
she can best interpret, a rare characteristic
that implies an awareness of herself and the
investigate research of the other.
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Each of them is a choice that concerns shape,
cut, color, drawings.» - Criticism written by
Giulia Zanesi Art Curator

CHANTERAX
BELGIUM
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www.christianlange.be
info@christianlange.be
Artiste aux multiples facettes, Christian Lange
est né à Bruxelles en 1967, des origines qui
font sa fierté, comme en témoigne les mots
inscrits sur son tee-shirt fétiche : « JE SUIS
BELGE ».

Globe-trotter, il aime peindre tout autant que
voyager. D’ailleurs, l’un ne va pas sans l’autre
; ses escapades cultivent son amour du beau
et affinent son coup de pinceau.

Et pourtant, Christian Lange a fait ses premiers pas ailleurs : dans le tourisme haut de
gamme puis la communication. La passion de
la photo, née dans son enfance, s’est révélée
à l’aube de la vingtaine. Doté de son premier
appareil argentique,il parcourt l’Europe et en
immortalise l’essence. Son travail d’alors d’attaché de presse pour des tour-opérateurs
l’amène à voyager (Malte, Italie, Turquie…) et
lui permet d’explorer et de réinventer son talent.

Bien vite, il devient photographe professionnel, immortalisant les plus belles villas de
Saint-Barth où il aime à se ressourcer, et les
magnifiques voiliers de la célèbre Bucket Regatta où il est convié chaque année. Au gré
des expositions de l’artiste, ses photographies
se dévoilent,subjuguant par leur finesse et
leur caractère.

Mais c’est dans la réalisation de ses propres
créationsque Christian Lange déploie ses
ailes plus haut et s’envole loin… se libérant
des règles de l’art, pour créer la sienne propre, spontanée et insaisissable, dont luimême avoue ne pas avoir le secret.
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Ses œuvres, reconnaissables entre mille, attirent par leur singularité et leur fraîcheur, la
force de vie qui en émane mais aussi et surtout leur petit grain de folie. Inspiré tantôt par
un artiste (Stromae, Madonna…), tantôt par

CHRISTIAN LANGE
FRANCE

une personnalité (Michelle Obama…), voire
même un héros de bande dessinée, Christian
Lange se livre à une transformation d’images
des plus étonnantes. Laissant libre cours à la
fantaisie de son esprit, l’artiste peintre façonne
l’art graphique du bout de ses doigts. À sa
guise, il compose fonds et textures pour créer
ce qui s’apparente à des paréidolies.

Celles-ci – sortes d’illusions optiques consistant à associer un stimulus ambigu à un élément clairement identifiable prennent vie
comme par magie grâce au génie de l’artiste.
On obtient alors des compositions modernes
aux couleurs vives et chatoyantes, qui invitent
à voir au-delà de l’évidence pour rechercher
ce qui est caché, selon la libre interprétation
de chacun : c’est l’absolue liberté.

Ainsi sont sublimés les superhéros de Marvel
& DC Comics tels que Superman, Flash, CaptainAmerica ou encore Spiderman. Sous des
teintes flamboyantes où le souci du détail côtoie la conquête de la liberté, les superhéros
intemporels prennent la pose, dévoilant leur
esprit de combat et leur force.

Dans une atmosphère plus sombre où se révèle sur les visages la lumière, et toujours
dans la patte de l’artiste, ce sont cette fois les
rockstars des années 60-70 qui sont représentées, tels Led Zepplin, Kiss et Queen, l’air
sérieux ou plus déluré, dans un style rétro-moderne ultra chic.

Bref, on ne se lasse pas d’admirer ces œuvres plus stupéfiantes les unes que les autres.
Lola Ramseyer
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www.amsolanasgallery.com
Anaparisot@gmail.com

ANA SOLANAS
SPAIN

Solanas was born in Madrid where she
spent most of her childhood. Her interest
for art began at a very young age and she
has been painting ever since.
Solanas traveled the world living in differents countries. Her work is influenced by
the numerous cultures she has encountered.

Despite graduated in entrepeneurship and
licensed in law, she has achived her work
with her art studies starting up History of
the Arts at the Louvre in Paris.

Her style takes a new turn when she
moves to Mexico DF in 1998 and works in
the studio of Dolores de la Barra, a mexican impressionist painter. She also attends the alternative attelier of Juan
Manuel Mauleon, where she acquires and
applies different creative methods, thus
giving a free substance and depth to her
art.

In 2000 she moves to Cincinnatti - Ohio,
where she continues to acquire technique
and inspiration at the AIC college of design of Cincinnatti. She has lately undergone a sculpture course in La Real
Academia de Bellas Artes de San Fernando in Madrid.

The core of Solanas' paintings is focused
on body and colours with particular fascination for sand and marble paint.
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Her work has been awarded for the "Federation Nationale de la Culture Française" by the "Golden Canvas 2014. Also
International award Francisco de Goya
2017. MUSA international Award 2018.
International Prize CARAVAGGIO 2018.
International Prize Leonardo da Vinci
2020.

www.fabrice-gallez.com
f.gallez@icloud.com

FA B R I C E G A L L E Z

BELGIUM

Fabrice gallez est né en Belgique à Tournai où
il a grandi et fait ses études de photographie
et art graphique à St Luc.

À 25 ans,son service militaire le conduit en
Allemagne où il exerce la fonction de photographe de presse. Son service terminé , il se
forme comme assistant aux côtés de grands
de son métier. En 1995 Il s’installe comme
free-lance et devient photographe de mode et
publicité.
Fabrice gallez parcourt le monde pour son
métier de l’Afrique du sud à Miami en passant
par Rio.

Son regard qui pense toujours photo, un questionnement qui pousse à aller toujours plus
loin, une patience domptée pour dégainer habilement l’improbable cliché ...Fabrice gallez
a réussi à se développer un univers, un style,
et un sens narratif dans ses représentations
Dans ses recherches plus personnelles, Fabrice Gallez aborde l’image d’une manière
beaucoup plus sobre.

Il développe actuellement une nouvelle approche innovante pour aborder la femme et l’allégorie où celle-ci évolue dans un espace
imaginaire et abstrait.

Son projet actuel s’intitule «La sagesse hermétique»

Pénétrer le royaume de l’hermétique signifie
entrer dans un autre univers.
Ces images nous donnent un sentiment de
vide tout en admirant la beauté et la pureté
d’une femme énigmatique.

Celle-ci évolue dans un monde imaginaire et
hors du temps, où la gestuelle et la nudité sont
absorbées par un voile et à l'occasion dérangées par des taches de couleur adroitement
maîtrisées.
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www.unitedartists.store
Cati Burnot

C AT I B U R N O T
SAINT MARTIN

Cati Burnot, alias "Cati" deploys his creative power especially in his paintings. Her
technique is inspired by the Flemish glaze
and the rules of harmony of wood and marble, which she acquired at the Van der
Kelen Higher Institute of Painting in Brussels, where she won a gold medal.

This ancestral know-how will be diverted
by her creative power into a world of abstraction and ethereal atmospheres, specific
to her inner world. And it is her travels and
pieces of life from all over the world, Japan,
Black Africa and now the West Indies, that
will enrich her palette with these colours
made of soft violence, powerfully sensorial.
However, beyond the colours, the femininity of the gesture appears in round forms.
The roundness is set through balls, circles,
rings, the image takes shape.

A kind of animality emerges, or rather a visceral element that does not propose anything bestial. Cati evokes, as she writes,
"the game of dreams to transmit the spirit
of the world through the gaze". But this
gaze and this world respond to feminine
principles that make the work inimitable. It
is therefore necessary to begin the descent
into hell or into the paradise of felinity and
femininity.

Cati is capable of showing what we have
refused to see. The artist creates, as if by
trial and error, a portrait of the world as we
have never seen it. She brings us back to
the opening in the instant of the first chord.
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From the compact to the fragment, from
transparency to incision, the inaccessible
adventure of being, of the destiny of its traces, is played out. This universal language
is made of sensitivity and strength, from
the prism of the vibration of the heart with
the approach of a new "conjugality", a new
becoming. Persistent flow, insistent dispersion. The image resurfaces scattered and
homogeneous.

So this world... is it a permanent illusion caHer work, beyond its aesthetic aspect, lled reality or a dream nestled comfortably
aims and proposes a chimerical journey in the space of our memory?
with an underlying reference to the stars, a
figurative proximity of space by creating
new conditions of spatiality and luminosity.

www.unitedartists.store
Caroline Montigneaux

CAROLINE MONTIGNEAUX

Caroline Montigneaux was born in
1971 in Strasbourg. Very early on, her
art loving parents passed on their passion to her and sharpened her eye and
her love of painting, sculpture but also
furniture design.

After attending classes at the Arts Décoratifs de Strasbourg as a free candidate, she left Alsace for Paris to study
at a business school. In spite of this
classical course, she never loses sight
of her desire to create.

Thus, during internships in advertising
agencies, she preferred to hang out in
the company of creative teams! And for
her final thesis, she chose to focus on
the Yves Saint Laurent company.

FRANCE

In her universe, three distinct stars united in a poetry that is alternately playful,
rock or unbridled. First of all, her illustrations and sketches of mischievous,
naughty, naughty, slightly crazy little
chicks, complicit in our childish souls,
make us smile: it's us, both little girls
and women! Each time, the artist's representation of femininity and fashion
is as classic as it is abstract and overflowing with energy.

Then comes her work made only with
acrylic, which gives a boost to the abstract. Content, mature, strong and powerful. Full of subtlety, touches of
colour in all shades, sensual, it is an
enchanting and poetic escape.
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facebook.com/vaillancourtink
vail79@hotmail.com
Born in Canada in 1979...

I grew up with a pencil in my hands.

My artistic career officially began in 1997 at
the College as I left my home to explore the
city in search of freedom!

Through these years, I developed my experience and artistic thinking with various exhibitions and courses in the field of arts and
entrepreneurship.

With the arrival of my forties, the creative passion and emancipation that lies in me is more
intense, moves me to devote most of my life
to my artistic creation.

My artistic approach focuses mainly on the
human body, especially the gaze. As well as
the relentless exploration of new materials
through which I can express myself without
constraints.

When I paint a look or a body, I inhabit the
character for days with the ultimate goal of having a great emotional burden proportional to
my sensitivity. I want to make every eye, every
stroke and every texture to speak! It is therefore by very intuitive and spontaneous gestures that I draw them.

In an aura of mystery and sensuality, I let
china ink, acrylic and oil run and spread on my
canvas or wood panel. I use fire to increase
the texture of the support or metal to give dimension. I always work on large formats to
match my passion! To give free rein to all my
expression.
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Enter my universe!... Where the eye and the
thought work in symbiosis to decode the artwork... Where each character has a say...
Even with the mouth closed!

JULIINK
CANADA
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pascal-jung.artmajeur.com
lestoilesdepascal67@gmail.com
"It's crazy what's happening to me! I discover every day my passion for painting".
When I start to paint it takes me a whole
night.
Today, in "my wife's laundry room" - a
place that serves as my studio - I have
about 300 canvases from my creation
and this in not even a year".

Pascal Jung, 52 years old, living in Furdenheim for 2 years, has been taken by
the madness of painting for about a year.
Temporary madness or not, but which reminds me of the Strasbourg epidemic
that took place in the Middle Ages when
a woman named "Frau Troffea" started
to dance fervently for a very long time.

In any case, what is certain is that Pascal
today still paints and that he lives his
passion to the full and has absolutely no
desire to stop. His paintings are full of all
the emotions that animate him.

Pascal has already exhibited his works
in many places in the region, but also in
more prestigious places such as the Carrousel du Louvre in Paris.
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PA S C A L J U N G

FRANCE
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www.PasQal.art
www.artmajeur.com/queslin
queslin@sfr.fr
Acrylic and Oil Painter on any size format.

I trigger my inspiration by listening to my emotions in presence. Instinctively, I then move towards one or more colors, shapes and
projected movements that I will project on the
canvas.

I also enjoy recycling certain materials for processors. Seeing everything that arrives packed, and looking at all this packaging from the
trash, I have the sudden urge to transform,
give a second life and pervert the use of the
innocuous, usual object, into an object of inspiration that can be admired, that can touch,
that can live a new experience in the center of
attention, he who was only useful and never
noticed.
A man in his fifties, I transmit my emotions, my
choices, my visions, my posture through painting and writing.

A medium of inspiration and sharing.
Art is a great way to share, to offer a feeling,
a way, a point of view, through the expression
of shapes, colors and gestures.
It is also a cathartic vector. The catharsis to
cause a "purge" of the emotions registered in
our eyes, our ears, our cells, our body.

Purge the residual emotions kept safe in us in
order to release the creativity that lives in us.
Creativity is too often locked in and by old
thought patterns, pent up feelings, engrammed and undigested emotions. Tenacious traces of affective and emotional memory that
persist without our knowledge.
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Art, for me, allows these traces of engram to
be released and then leaves room for the expression of my own creativity. Expression that
I share through the paintings. Like it or not, the
principle of art itself.

PasQal

FRANCE

The question is rather to know if it speaks to
the other, if it tells something, if it touches a
place of the body, a feeling, an idea, an emotion, an inspiration, an impression.

The artist expresses to finally provoke an impression in those who will linger there, who will
look at the work which will be permeated.

I lead "experimentation" "training" sessions to
develop creativity through art and graphics.
There is no need for know-how, to know how
to draw or paint, just to want to test a new experience. I offer similar sessions in companies
and public and private organizations to make
art and painting a "discipline" accessible to all,
useful and efficient.
Sometimes I work on order when I perceive
the need, the desire of the sponsor. I devote
myself to my art in the south of France, in the
sometimes scorching sun of Provence while
frequently drawing inspiration from a shared
life in Paris.

I have a background as a serial entrepreneur,
psychotherapist, sex therapist, business consultant and designer of support and training
program, actor and author.

Epicurean, curious, insatiable, passionate, the
culinary and oenological art accompany me
throughout the course. Art and pictorial expression lead me to other horizons which wonderfully complete my career.

Because managing a company made up of
people, understanding, listening to and accompanying other people in a therapeutic setting, preparing a dish well combined with wine
for guests and clients participate just like art
in all its forms in the experience of free expression.
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www.philippeseigle.com
philippeseigle31@gmail.com
Instagram @Philippe_seigle_art
With more than 50 years traveling and living
around the world, Philippe Seigle, a globe-trotter in love with colors, makes us discover
through his paintings the universe of an eternal teenager, as he likes to say, "I traveled
around the world and today my paintings allow
me to go even further and invent other horizons."
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PHILIPPE SEIGLE
FRANCE
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www.claudetteallosio.om
cl.allosio@gmail.com

CLAUDETTE ALLOSIO

My current artistic practice is the culmination
of a long process of reflection and pictorial
practice (oil, acrylic, watercolour, pastel), as
well as training. It has crystallized on dry pastel since the year 2000. My passion for this
medium and the strong desire to share, both
its teaching and my personal creations, leads
me in permanent research on the practice of
pastel. For a few years I have been playing
the card of abstraction to better liberate
myself. Tired of the figurative representation
of my favourite themes, I "choose to erase the
sign to search for a new writing, towards a letting go of the observed reality". My main
source of inspiration is the natural environment.
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FRANCE
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https://aurode.fr
aurod.arts@aurode.fr

O D E A R T I S T E D U V I VA N T

FRANCE

Born in 1969, ODE Artiste du Vivant is a selftaught visual artist specializing in transitional
digital art. The world is the artistic playground
through which she explores the intimacy of the
environment while delving into the mystery of
the elements, whether it is water, earth, fire
and metal through macrophotography and
graphic processing.

Her works leaves viewers free to let their gaze
wander, fluctuating from one level of reality to
another, in an intuitive lapse. Her recording
method focuses closely on the folds of reality
in which mystery is present. They highlight an
index-based approach with an intention lent to
the illusions of the image.

This true poetic immersion in the heart of
ecosystems is based on her personal experience with energy practices and her interest
in new technology. By identifying and reinterpreting the aesthetic traces of fleeting nature,
she gives back the individual their true place.
ODE Artiste du Vivant is an emerging contemporary artist who has received several
awards. She lives and works in Lorraine,
France.
Original french text by CanolineCriticks

Joyeuse physionomie
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Récréation érotique

Mes rêves sont emplis de toi
His artistic process has four focuses.

“Classic”: macro-photography with post-editing (accenting and/or changing colours, adding material without augmented reality).
"The Carpet of Revelation": "Classic" twisted
several times in all directions.

“KAléidoscopie“: cut-outs from “The Carpet of
Revelation” depending on what she see.
"AVAtart": transmuting the two previous focuses using software filters.

Challenging and questioning what lies beneath the things we see is one of his artistic
intentions.

So, for "AVAtart" his work is usually turned by
180° and for "The Carpet of Revelation" and
“KAléidoscopie“from horizontal to vertical. Capitals are used to highlight a secondary meaning behind the patronymics and in the
singular.

Spermovule
Joli coup de langue
Entrée de la grotte
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Jet libérateur
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https://echoes-nch.com
lallemandchantal@yahoo.fr

C H A N TA L L A L L E M A N D
FRANCE

Born in 1960 in Gevrey-Chambertin, Burgundy, I live since my 14 years in Normandy
in Vernon, a charming little town a few kilometers from Giverny.

I had the chance to grow up with a mother artist who gave me some of her creativity. I worked for twenty years as a nurse before taking
a senior executive position in the medico-social sector. My professional activity has been
brutally interrupted since 2016 after a burnout
that took me to the ground.

I am fortunate to be accompanied in the reconstruction process by physicians who are
very open to care techniques centered on behavioral therapies where the development of
personal skills is one of the pillars. These techniques make it possible to experiment with
new behaviors to gradually get out of psychic
suffering.
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It was encouraged by the medical team that I
went to the theater, then I felt the need to use
painting as a means of expression. Painting is
the only activity where my thoughts are not parasitized. When I paint, my head is completely
empty and I am focused on my creation: The
choice of colors, the movement of my hand,
the pleasure of having my hand in the painting
and spreading it like a caress on my canvas.
linen. I added to my paintings the seed beads.
Sewing these tiny glass beads onto my canvases, allowing me to enter a meditative state
and add depth to my work. Painting also
allows me to be more attentive to the details
of my environment because more receptive to
colors, light, shadows, movements and shapes... This is how the « Echoes » collection
was born.

Carnaval à Venise

Deep purple

Parade nuptiale
Le fou divin
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Burnout

Betsiboka

L’orage bleu

L’univers uni
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http://devignot.guidarts.com
s.devignot@yahoo.fr

SOPHIE DEVIGNOT

FRANCE

After having tested several techniques, I find
that the best expression of her work is achieved through coloring pencils or oil-based paint
which today, remains my medium of choice.
After obtaining various awards, it is in 2002
that I’m recognized as an artist. I’m member
of Adagp and is part of the Italian Painting
Academy
“I enjoy painting fruits, portraits and scenes,
with fidelity”.
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https://carmeloestebanarteenmedinaceli.jimdofree.com
carmelo.pelayo@hotmail.com

CARMELO ESTEBAN
SPAIN

I can consider myself a conceptual artist,
with a conceptualism that is constantly updated.

In each work I try to analyze and interpret
my vision of the world

By abstracting ourselves in the contemplation of a work, we delve into the concerns that the author had when making it,
participating at the same time in the meaning of the conceptual being ...
"Carmelo Esteban"
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www.chantaldubeart.com
chantaldube.art@gmail.com
Born in Verdun, Québec Chantale Dubé is a
self-taught painter who’s spontaneous and
imaginative. She began her artistic career with
other artists who showed her the use of acrylic
and all its possibilities.

Her intuitive, imaginative style accomplished
with recycled material allows free rein to interpret her work. After attending courses on
mummification, it unlocked her passion for
sculpting.

This new medium of expression allows her to
mold and enhance the relief of her creations
all the while showing a historical aspect to
them, after carrying out research on manners
and customs.

This personal development shined a light on
the power of creation as a tool of introspection
and expression. The theme of the human condition is prevalent in her art.
Bonne Aventure
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C H A N TA L D U B É
CANADA
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www.chantaldubeart.com
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www.genevieve-duc.com
zet.michell@orange.fr

GENEVIÈVE DUC
FRANCE

Artist painter since 35 years, whose creative
workshop is located in Drome provençale
(France), Genevieve Duc, never stops evolving in her artistic quest.

Since her beginnings, where she was very inspired by the painters of her native region, the
Scholl of barbizon and the painters of Fontainebleau, her painting were signed with an assumed name Zet michell, she evolved towards
a more dreamlike painting, by marrying oil and
metal (gold, silver, aluminium…) in her paintings, to give the effect of real jewelry.

But today, in a real concern of synthesis of
forms and colors, she purifies her new creations to the abstract, which she describes as
a great playground, free of all academic constraints.

This is why it seemed natural to her from now
on to sign all this new collection « Metamorphose », from her birth name, Geneviève duc,
as if to come back to the essential, without artifice , in the purity of lines and the strength of
colors.
The world changes, the artistic look too,and
consequently the techniques with.

Finished the classic oill painting of the beginning, the contemporary vinyl materails and
mediums with effects are perfectly adapted to
a spontaneous and frank gestures.

Painting is, according to the artist, the witness
of our time, and these changes.

« the health crisis that we are going through
opens a different, wider view of the world. The
time is rich in movements, uprooting and exile,
that is why abstraction allows me today to express, with strength an character, all these opposites ».
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fr.artquid.com/artist/breek.kuntz
breekkuntz.g@gmail.com

GAËLLE KUNTZ

FRANCE

Self-taught, I have been painting, gluing, drawing... for 5 years.

The combination of painting, drawing and collage was a real revelation in 2018.

At present, I have a very personal technique
made of collages, paintings (acrylic and spray
paint) and drawings with lead pencil and/or dry
pastels.

The superimpositions of collages, paintings,
drawings... like a stencil completely modify the
work as I create it.

Details are underlined... In the end, the work is
more alive, more vibrant...
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www.laurencevandoorne.com
laurence.vandoorne@gmail.com

L A U R E N C E VA N D O O R N E
FRANCE

I draw my inspiration from two essential sources: music and my own emotions.
Music and painting, a family heritage.

Strongly influenced by a father who was a
painter and a jazz musician, it is quite natural
that I first tried to represent music in painting.

A series called "Musicales" retranscribes this
close link between music and painting.
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https://puma-freytag.com
puma.freytag@gmail.com
Born in France, Puma Freytag, a multidisciplinary artist, worked for 25 years as a puppeteer
in the French company l'Atelier de l'Arcouest
(performer, director and artistic director) and
travels all over Europe with his shows.

He now lives in Quebec where he has been
teaching theater and puppetry since 1996 at
the Laval University's Theatre and Other Arts
program.

During all these years, he pursued plastic research in sculpture. Self-taught, he sculpted,
modeled and painted characters of all sizes,
mainly devoting his art to puppet theater before turning to painting. Since January 2017,
he devotes himself full-time to painting.

After having exhibited his works in Italy (in Venice and Mestre), and now in a solo exhibition
in Quebec City at the Galerie l'Articho (from
November 11 to December 5, 2020), he wishes to continue his approach of meeting the
public of our country by multiplying the opportunities of exhibitions in Quebec and in Canada. By doing that, he also wishes to
confront himself with the new trends in contemporary art, especially in this period of pandemic. He feels a great need for this kind of
observation and critical analysis of his work,
important stimuli to advance his art and broaden his perspectives.

His Dreamlike Dramaturgies originated from
numerous graphic scribblings scattered
throughout notebooks reserved for professional and union meetings spanning more than
15 years of university activities. Uncertain
emanations of the artist subconscious, giving
rise to a form of Art brut (“raw art”), primitive
art, comprising protean drawings that he then
exploits in my paintings. In this creative process, free writing is a determining factor. It is
a most important tool in Puma’s pursuit of a
fanciful pictorial dramaturgy.
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P U M A F R E Y TA G

CANADA

As a painter and playwright puppeteer, Puma Freytag question, without concession, what fable to accomplish in a world undergoing significant changes
to both culture and identity. Akin to the manner in
which dramaturgical essence is fundamental to the
substance of my puppet plays, the dreamlike theatricality of his paintings is also a conveyor of fables
whose random narrative threads can be refashioned
at leisure by the imagination of the observer.
Puma Freytag, Ph.D., painter, puppeteer,
university teacher. Member of the RAAV.
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gorassini.guidarts.com
brunogorassini@yahoo.fr
Here, painting leaves the traditional ways of
artistic learning: working with the material, looking for gesture and movement in the brush or
knife stroke. Through this technique, matured
over the years, an innovative style develops
in the approach and rendering of the subjects
treated.

The technique used could be related to pointillism, however, beyond this artistic reference,
the use of the material and the colors could be
analyzed as a "knitting" of texture which by the
line and the "mesh" of the painting invite the
viewer to enter into the painting.
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BRUNO GORASSINI

FRANCE
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facebook.com/linelubin
lubin.line@wanadoo.fr

Vivez l’expérience de la réalité augmentée

Linou brings art to life

In line with her real name Line Lubin, she has chosen to sign my works under the name "Linou". Her
journey really began in 2016 following the sudden
death of her son... " A part of me had become extinct... And to try to revive it, I travel the world and
feed off my travels. I decided to transform my pain
into something bigger... And it was my artistic creations that really helped me" says Linou.

>From now on, her life is dedicated to creativity, and
it is through art that she expresses herself most
freely. To do so, she mainly uses digital graphic art,
digital painting and photography.

"Various forms of art challenge me..." continues
Linou, "But for the past few years, I have specialized
in digital art to create, communicate and share my
emotions. Quite naturally, I decided to give life to my
creations by integrating the technology of augmented reality. Passionate and insatiable, my works are
mostly abstract, with shapes, reliefs and colors with
soft or intense tendencies. "Fascinated by dualism
and polarity in all its aspects, Linou creates an art
that combines roughness and delicacy, ying and
yang, black and white, dark and bright, pixels and
dpi, to create an experience, enhanced by augmented reality, in which the viewer can move between
fascination and consternation.

Linou invites the visitor to take part in an extraordinary journey where fiction and reality are blended
through his works. This fantastic journey in an imaginary universe at the border of reality opens the
door to different worlds and relearns to look at the
details of Nature and Humanity to perhaps see them
differently.
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His exhibitions take the form of a journey in a scenography imagined by Linou, where the visitor becomes sometimes a traveler, sometimes an actor or
a spectator, guided by the rhythm of the paintings,
installations and projections that make the adventure original. https://linou.net/

1. Installez l’application

Artivive

2.Maintenez votre
smartphone devant
l’oeuvre

3. Laissez la
magie opérer !

LINE LUBIN
MARTINIQUE
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soniamandel.com
soniamandel.art@orange.fr

SONIA MANDEL

FRANCE

"TO CREATE IS TO TAKE A
STEP TOWARDS HUMANITY"

I was born in Paris, of Polish origin.
I was trained as a live model in several workshops: Château de Plessis-Trevise, Maison des artistes in
Nogent, Alfortville, among others..,
Since 2001, I have been living and
working in my workshop "LA ROSE
DES VENTS" in Saint-Laurent Des
Arbres, a beautiful medieval village
in the middle of the Gardoise vineyards.

My favourite materials: clay, stone,
bronze...
(All my bronzes, with a very shiny
patina, are numbered and signed
with certificate of origin)
Loving freedom, I style my sculptures by seeking harmony between
curves and angles while keeping
the mystery of femininity.

My style is recognised and called
LE MANDEL'ART.

I exhibit particularly in France and
Belgium: National Assembly, international exhibitions, and in several
galleries.

I have many collectors in France,
Belgium, England, U.S.A, Hungary,
Germany, Singapore, etc?
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COTATION AKOUN - COTATION
DROUOT - member of the TAYLOR FOUNDATION. Numerous
prizes and awards

maurice-moynepeintre.odexpo.com
maurice.moyne@yahoo.fr

MAURICE MOYNE
FRANCE

JAZZ MUSICIANS

Born on 15 fébruary 1947 in the
city of Morestel painters :-( 38:-)

Member of the Forézian indépendent artists. Member of the MAROLS artists. Référence in the
IRMAs jazz directory guide
SELF - TAUGHT

Exhibitions, salons, galleries since
1987: Paris, Lyon, Annemasse,
Tournus, etc... Jazz festivals:
Vienne, Clermont-Ferrand, Lyon....

All portraits on request.

Prédilection for monochromes.

The apparent white is that of the
virgin canvas. Allied to the single
pigment quantity of the single pure,
grazed or charged complexion,defines the different shades and gradations without mixing.

The shade can always be strengthened but nos lightened, the result
is an increased contrast an volume
effect.

A précise preliminary drawing
allows, after the realization of the
background, to carry out the portrait in the mannes of a pinter.
Started at the top with every detail,
the subject is revealed gradually
and is completed at the bottom of
the canvas, the whites being resrved as in watercolor.
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instagram.com/presidentezop
zop.presidente@gmail.com

JEAN-PHILIPPE MESSMER

Zop attracts lightning.

Hidden behind the incandescent mirror, the distorting glow engulfs the lair of the security perimeter.
By dint of realizing his wildest dreams, including
first of all that of having lunch in peace, the main
artery of holistic activities penetrates with great delicacy the floating cumulus clouds. Zop, born from
a profound humeral disorder, removes her sleeve
and takes action. The body, still trembling with the
irregular comings and goings of her skull, takes in
the magnetic flux spilled on her goddess skin, the
colors of the rainbow. Followed by a strangling
sigh, toes clenched, forked tongue, belly button in
the air, we hear the din of a spasm in the distance.
- Turn around, the breeze responds, and enjoy the
breathtaking view of the blue masks in their struggle against the dizziness of innocence.

Granted, the independent trade honeymoon
doesn't make up for the hilarious ends of the
months for fans and ancestors, but a bee on her
chamber pot is still considered to settle her own
scores with the backstab.

Zop, again Zop, and still Zop. Medieval, did you
suggest? Against all physical and moral expectations, the spring sworn around her neck clears the
throat tightened by the spirit of the uneducated people and perfectly sprinkled with chemistry. The
room temperature continues to rise. The wave
sprinkles the mountain of distressing readings deposited there, by chance, as an apple deposits its
flavor on parted red lips. History continues to be
written in dead letters, despite the steadfast insistence of the muffled rumors. It is filled with this
masterful advice that in a flash, the images of Zop
accumulate during the off-hours, deep in my critical
breath and long conversations.
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In a previous sketch, to which I added a few nefarious colors, she took her foot under the arm and
disappeared in a volute, ambushing behind the glowing mirror. Look for the mistake, but please don't
divulge it to the press.

SWISS
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artmajeur.com/pierre-peytavin
peytavinp48@gmail.com
Born in 1934 it is since the age of college that
I draw or paint. I have always done in a desire
to communicate with the desire to reach the
golden ratio for all my works. ... useful pretension to surpass oneself. I first reproduced from
photos portraits of artists of my time in pencil
or ballpoint pen.

Not to exhibit but to furnish my leisure time.
Then I went to oil painting on canvas or any
medium ... To be able to pay for my supplies I
"practiced" so-called "food" painting: reproductions of all kinds, postcards, landscapes
from my region, even going to the copy of
masterpieces (ex: the gleaners of MILLET, the
reader of FRAGONNARD, the mill of the cake
of RENOIR, the pay of the harvesters of
LHERMITE ...

In the 1970s I frequented for more 2 years of
evening classes at the School of Fine Arts in
Nîmes where I took the orientation "fantastic
art" influenced by the teacher. I exhibited in
groups and alone in Nîmes in particular. Last
public exhibition 1990 .But having discovered
computers and the power of drawing software
now I only produce digital works that I display
on ARTMAJEUR in complete freedom.

I do not confine myself to the same style, to
the same line of conduct, to a only subject.
Opportunist, I seize in my own way the news
to to extract derision or exaltation. Everything
fascinates me and interests me because I
work for the joys that art brings and I forget
(perhaps wrongly) completely that a work can
also have a commercial aspect.
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P I E R R E P E Y TAV I N
FRANCE
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artistes.ch/categorieproduit/laurent-pheulpin/
laurent.pheulpin7@gmail.com
A chemist, I still don't know if light is made
of waves or particles, but I appreciate the
fact that I modulate it by orienting my monoblocks as I wish.

Light can express disarray by its absence
or dissolve the subject which will only be
defined by its accessories. It might be
seen as a symbol of the two forms of individualism described by philosophers: individualism by excess or by default. I also
tried to express the lack of nuance that
characterizes most current debates, to explore this intellectual desert where grey is
unlikely to appear.

I also sought to explore our relationship to
aging and eroticism through a series of
photos featuring dolls of all ages. What
could be better than these polymer puppets, frozen in a suspicious immobility, to
express this concept? A concept which
originated in an exhibition in Switzerland
about the difference between erotism and
pornography. By force of circumstances,
many other subjects were included in the
debate and led to strong reactions.

My third series, less known, focuses on
urban landscapes where our daily life can
become surprising if we know how to
grasp it from an improbable angle. For this
kind of expression, I prefere the black and
white during a wet foggy day.

My first exhibition took place in 2006 in my
native country (Switzerland) and since
then I have enjoyed sharing my vision in
various exhibitions and fairs all around the
world. But I also appreciate the fact of
sharing my artworks in publications like
this one.
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LAURENT PHEULPIN
SWISS

http://marierosepisano.photos
rose.pisano@free.fr

MARIE ROSE PISANO

FRANCE

Marie-Rose Pisano, born in 1966 in the
South-Center of France. At the age of 12, I
discovered photography with a little Instamatic from Kodak.
My desire being to make my passion my
job, I entered a professional high school to
study photography, laboratory option. I obtained my diploma (CAP) and discovered
black and white, Cibachrome printing (a
process of photographic color printing from
a reversible film - the latter often in the form
of a color slide - produced until 2013 by Ilford) .
The photography I take shows my reality
that of a poetic, strange universe.

In the body in window, these are lifeless
mannequins in the empty window of a
store...

I extract the energy from it, humanize it in it
giving a name, I aestheticize the bodies to
push us into our entrenchments, because
these window mannequins refer to our own
bodies.

I have treated them sometimes in disturbing
situations (dismembered bodies, naked,
abandoned ...) and sometimes in more
funny and poetic situations (the love, flight,
Big Jim ...).
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renelpatricia@gmail.com

PAT R I C I A R E N E L

MARTINIQUE

Patricia RENEL International Painter has
been painting since 1982 after the death
of her great-grandmother Georgina CINELU-ETILE. (European origins). Hence
its mixtures and certain artistic influences.

Patricia RENEL having participated in
many International Biennials of Contemporary Art in Europe and in Florence, Italy
(Forteza Da Basso), her many trips
around the world have earned her merits,
recognition and excellence.
One of his works of art has also found a
place in the sumptuous room of the Presidential Cabinet of Abidjan, the Elysée
Palace, the Casinos, Region Guadeloupe
and Martinique, and many other sumptuous places.
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https://www.bystefano.com/
sculpture-bystefano
bystefano@orange.fr
Stéphane is a self-taught artist from the Paris
region whose inspiration comes in part from
Greek sculptures. In a striking rendering of the
human figure, he highlights the beauty of the
curves and volumes of the body.

His conception of aesthetics is linked with the
tradition of "Beauty" of great civilizations but
his creative sensibility introduces us to a new
aesthetic distinction.

When he was very young he liked to create,
transform, leave his mark ... There are actions
and passions that we exercise very young without knowing that one day they would influence our life choices.

His works focus on the use of simple and raw
steel materials, using products destined for
scrap to make his works such as nuts, pearls
or industrial scraps.

His work begins with the production of a cast
made of plaster strip made directly from the
skin of models, and then creates his sculptures around this frame that he works to bring
out as much detail as possible.

the assembly technique used is TIG spot welding, then the polishing of the parts for this
chrome finish.

He thus shapes his works keeping in mind to
forget the materials used and generate a unique emotion around what is one of the most
beautiful and complex creations, the humain
body ...
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B Y S T E FA N O

FRANCE
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www.romainthirion.com
roumain1595@msn.com
My name is Romain Thirion, I am a self-taught
photographer, living in Bonneval-sur-Arc in
Savoie. Born in the Nord-Pas-de-Calais region
in 1987, I have accompanied my parents on
hikes during our holidays in the Alps since I
was very young. It was during a trip to Africa
for several months that I decided to buy my
first reflex camera. Since then, it has accompanied me on all my mountain trips.
My images do not reflect what I see, but what
I am. They are a personal expression of my
emotions when I am the spectator of particular
atmospheres and lights that I often have to
search for in difficult conditions. My photographs tend to reveal the infinity of phenomena that nature offers to those who take the
time to look at it.
Man cannot do without nature. He is bound to
it. It ensures his survival and is also for him a
source of teaching and wealth. It brings him
well-being and pleasure. We talk more and
more about protecting the environment... Protecting it means preserving the survival and
the future of humanity.
My main objective in showing my photos is to
raise public awareness about the preservation
of our ecosystem.
Nature is a source of wonder and I wish to
share this feeling with you through the practice
of photography. Take the time to observe the
variations of light in the landscape, to immerse
yourself in the spirit of a place, to learn to see
by giving meaning to your gaze.
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ROMAIN THIRION
FRANCE
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https://e-vaz.com
elisabeth.vaze@orange.fr

E L I S A B E T H VA Z

FRANCE

Born in 1972, Elisabeth is a self-taughtpainter. It is in Isère thatshelivestoday.
The motherthree girls and grandmother
and heractivity as an artist.
Franco-Portuguese, the cultural imprint of
thesetwo countries isverypresent in hercreations. There is a dominance of warntones a bright and lively palette.

Elisabeth learns at a veryyoungage to use
brushes and a knifebeforeintegrating
squares and rulersintoher techniques.
Sheonlyworkswhithoil, whose « nobility »
inspires and forces her to explore the material.

After a periodmarked by intimate and relativelyconfidentialwork, Elisabeth decides
to show herwork to the general public. It
isthen on canvas large format she tries,
the spacefuelinghercreativedesires.

« When I start a painting, I go trough all
stages : emotions, escapes, negative feelings to finish whit satisfaction ».
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www.artquid.com/artist/farnierandre/
dedefarnier@gmx.fr

A N D R E FA R N I E R
FRANCE

Self-taught watercolor painter and pastellist, born in BORT LES ORGUES (19) I
spent my childhood in Auvergne, then it
was in Dordogne that I did all my studies,
always put a draft sheet next to my notebook. Lessons, to jot down the drawings
that came to my mind. After studying fitter
and further training in industrial design, I
did various jobs and it was in PARIS that
my career took me for 15 years. On the
Place du Tertre where I spent most of my
free time, I picked up a lot of tips here and
there while looking at the different artists
of this wonderful place.

Then transferred to SARLAT, so back in In
Périgord I enrolled in a watercolor course
where I perfected myself for a year, after
a new transfer in Ribéracois, I enrolled in
two courses at the cultural center of Ribérac. Then a new transfer to L E P de Chardeuil forced me to stand on my own feet.
I have participated in several regional, national, international exhibitions which have
earned me some awards and recognition,
but painting remains a hobby for me at the
moment.
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www.marcportfolio.com
marctremblayartiste@gmail.com

M A R C T R E M B L AY
CANADA

Born in 1969 in Chicoutimi, Quebec.

Marc, since his childhood, has always been
seduced by cinema and comics. However, it
was an animated film that transformed his life.
René Laloux’s «La planète sauvage» really
opened his taste for beautiful imagery. Since
then, drawing remains for him as an ever-lasting passion.

Often discouraged from pursuing a real career
in the arts, Marc studied multimedia, computer
science and psychology before deciding to
pursue a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. His artstyle closely ressembles that of the comic
strip. The search for a strong and personal
identity was a long journey that finally came to
an end with digital painting. It was when Marc
saw an artist reproducing a Rembrandt painting that he fell in love with this innovative approach. At that moment, passion had really
taken off.

The beauty, sensuality and strength of women
are often highlighted in my art. I’m always looking for an effect that makes it possible to
dream, a little like in a movie.

For four years now, I have been perfecting my
technique at a rate of 3 hours a day. I regularly
work on several drawings at the same time. I
then make my choice when I consider that I
would like to have a certain image hung on my
own wall. I consider my work finished if I get
lost in it and can dream a story that could relate to the subject that is represented on the
work.
My major influences will always be cinema
and comics. Caza, Serpieri, Bilal but also artists like Corno, Karol Bak, Voka or Roberto
Ferri.
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https://paintinganewworld.com
info@paintinganewworld.com

PA I N T I N G A N E W W O R L D
Agnes Jorgensen and Andre Chatelain | CANADA

“We are artists helping artists, painting a
new world, one brushstroke at a time.”

Agnes Jorgensen and Andre Chatelain
Agnes Jorgensen and Andre Chatelain
are extraordinary artists who have received many accolades for their masterful
paintings in realism. They are award-winning members of The Healing Power of
ART & ARTISTS. The dynamic married
couple share a deeply felt humanitarian
spirit, a passion for Africa and its people,
and have combined their talents to create
Painting A New World. The genesis of
their non-profit organization began on
Andre Chatelain’s first trip to Kenya and
Tanzania in 2001. He states, “I was profoundly moved by the African people, their
beauty, grace, dignity, pride and so much
more. It was this experience that inspired
me to paint the people and their culture
trying to capture the essence of their
being. Fortunately, my travels took me
also to Mali and Mauritania further inspiring my artwork.”

In 2008, Agnes accompanied Andre to
Kenya where she also fell in love with this
continent and its people. That year they
founded Painting A New World (PNMW).
One of their many proudest achievements
is the sale of one auctioned mural in
Kenya generated sufficient funds
($15,000 ) to provide a community with a
new school and a well of clean water.

In this interview, they share their passion
and explain how their organization Painting A New World is making a positive difference in the world. We are proud to
know Agnes and Andre and to include
them among our ongoing series titled
“World Changers”.
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https://mireille-cerea.com
mireille.cerea@gmail.com
Self-taught visual artist, Mireille CEREA was
born in 1963 in Marseille, in the South of
France, a region where colour rises to light.

During her first professional life, Mireille Cerea
dedicated herself to finance as an accountant.
A job she loved for 25 years. Then, the disease passed by and disrupted everything.
Shetook refuge in "the artistically".
She is inspired by great masters such as Van
Gogh, Frida Kahlo, Pierro Di Cosimo, Alfons
Mucha and is influenced by contemporary artists like Cinzia Pellin, Vittorio d'Angelico
&Klimt's graphic codes.

After exploring different techniques, today she
chose to work with acrylics, which allow sher
to give free rein to her spontaneity, through research on textures, colors and movement.

She uses all her skills and influences to paint
artworks that will be light sources, vibrations,
emotions. She paints with her personality, her
experience.

Her artworks reveal a rain of emotions, witness of the weather that lies inside of her and
her self-opening upon the world. Art delivers,
she says.

In her portfolio, you will mainly find portraits.
“The Woman” is her main source of inspiration. The beauty, the voluptuous curves, the
inaccessible and mysterious woman, her expressions, her feelings, her interiority, in fuzzy
and out-of-date decorations are the asset
sthat the artist puts forward in most of her artworks.
Her work is an oxymoron.
The painter of paradox !
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MIREILLE CEREA
FRANCE
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jean-louis.cazemajou@orange.fr

JEAN-LOUIS CAZEMAJOU

65 years old, is a self-taught amateur artist

In addition to his work as a company manager
in the event industry, JLC has discovered a
passion for contemporary art over the last ten
years.

His meeting with the Lyon-based artist Alan
BERG, with his precious advice, has allowed
him to satisfy this passion in his spare time by
creating unique and emotionally charged vintage collage paintings.
"When the past is present!”

An original, timeless and personalised gift?
Offer the birthday painting of a lifetime!

This " Anniversary " vintage collage will be "
THE " retrospective of " YOUR " life with your
tastes, travels, souvenirs, cars, professions,
personalities, artists, ... and possible addition
of family photos.
.
A detailed questionnaire is to be filled in and a
list of vintage advertisements from the period
helps to recover the memory of the past.

The size of the birthday picture is usually
100x100 cm or 150x50 cm depending on the
wall it is going to be placed on! Smaller format
with 40X40cm or 50X50 cm for a personalised
birth chart.

All the visuals are authentic and original (advertisements from old magazines, 45 rpm covers, vintage postcards, etc.).

The "unique" painting is signed by the artist,
delivered with a certificate of authenticity issued by Artcertificate and with a wall hanging
on the back.
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Emotion guaranteed!

FRANCE
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https://chris-jano.guidarts.com
chris_jano@icloud.com
CHRIS JANO, the hypnotic painter

When you open the door of CHRISJANO's
studio, you are filled with positive energy. The
artist proposes at the same time attractive colourful canvases, golden blacks filled with
magic and also monochrome black or white
canvases that have material effects with a
subtly carnal approach. Ironically, they are
also colourful and sensitive.

CHRIS JANO has been passionate about
painting since childhood, having accompanied
his grandfather, a painter himself. From time
to time, with his easel, he took him to the
countryside and taught him the art of painting.
The magic happened… The passion has been
well transmitted!...

Since 2018 CHRIS JANO has entirely devoted
himself to creating. After retiring from a completely different profession, the artist has
taken up his brushes to the delight of art lovers.

Since then, there has been no shortage of
creative ideas. Painting finally imposed itself
on his freedom-loving personality. His work
calls out. His work touches.

The result is a hypnotic and captivating work...
Something powerful stands out.

Thanks to the artist for the journey he offers to
our unconscious. His canvases allow everyone to have their own interpretation.

Art makes sense in CHRIS JANO's abstraction.
Rachel Bénéat, Art photographer
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CHRIS JANO

FRANCE
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https://philippefares.fr
philippe.fares@icloud.com
Philippe Fares defines himself as an Artist Engineer Sculptor. He was born on December 8, 1958
in Paris. He is the father of two children.

The artist grew up in sub-Saharan Africa where he
was initiated to the plastic arts and more precisely
to the primitive arts. His mother, who was a French
teacher, taught him the nuances and differences
between the traditional Bantu, Fulani and Bamileke
civilisations. Returning to France at the age of 16,
he perfected his culture of Western Arts and followed scientific studies which he completed with an
engineering degree (ESTP Paris).

Philippe Fares designs and realizes forms in volume that most often interact with their direct environment. Consisting mostly of regulated surfaces,
his corpus of creations is intrinsically linked to mathematics and geometry. The artist proceeds essentially by permanent structural assembly to
elaborate his works. Cement, concrete, ceramics,
glass, metal or wood are the main materials used
to create the sculptures.

Philippe Fares designs and realizes forms in volume that most often interact with their direct environment. Consisting mostly of regulated surfaces,
his corpus of creations is closely linked to mathematics and geometry.
The artist proceeds essentially by permanent structural assembly to elaborate his works. Cement,
concrete, ceramics, glass, metal or wood are the
main materials used to create the sculptures.

For Philippe Fares, the relationship between colours, dimensions and positions is essential. The
proportion between horizontal, vertical and depth
is a reflection of the three dimensions surrounding
us. It is combined with the oppositions that generally govern life and space, the more and the less,
what exists and what does not exist.
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Philippe Fares is an artist-sculptor who considers
light (natural or artificial) as a key element in most
of his creations with complex geometrical character.

P H I L I P P E FA R E S
FRANCE
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gylartiste@gmail.com

Born in Rennes, France, July 11, 1965
Study school of fine arts reindeer of industrial design. Angers Higher Cover School

Performed my tour of France in the companionship in cover characterizing most of my
career in the restoration of historical monuments, such as the castles of the Loire, the
"beautiful" is my passion for Art. It is only natural that I decide, when my professional activity of Artisan interrupted, to live with my
passion, that of creating my paintings after
working in the construction sector. Inscribed
since 10/04/2020 in the Dictionary of Rating
Art Certificate, modern and contemporary art
for the protection of works. Passionate about
Art, it is natural that I decide to express my
talent through my works.

But how do we achieve these goals ? Learn,
work, discovers the realization of the different techniques of expression of Grand Masters and in particular understand, reproduce
and interpret in order to find me. Self-taught
is the discovery and study of the works of
these Great Masters and the chronology of
the evolution and transformation of their art,
through their ambitions and their efforts to attain the rank of painters. It is the discovery
of certain artists through the internet, these
artists from all walks of life, that I have discovered over the years my pictorial expression. I learned to look, to express my
emotions, to discover all the techniques, to
perfect them and above all to paint with sincerity and not to express myself according to
an artistic current.
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My inspiration is currently drawn from the
seascapes and especially from the great
oceans and sailors. At the heart of my paintings of various formats, everyone will find
the captured and sublimated moment, the
imprint and the symbolism of the passing of
time. My inspiration is akin to a certain "raw
art", naturally inspired by the islanders of navigation on all bodies of water and OCEAN.

GILLES AUBERT

FRANCE

mixart.be/?q=users/godinmara
godin.mara@gmail.com

MARA GODIN
BELGIUM

Raku is a firing process where the incandescent pieces are smoked, burnt, plunged inwater and left in the open air, and it
is these thermal shocks that make my
creations into piecesunique.
What a strange mixture of earth, water
and fire, and yet it is from this alchemy
that are born my creations. Giving free
rein to my imagination, my hands shape
women, men in multiple facets.

My characters are sometimes playful or
impregnated with wisdom, thoughtful
woman orprecious and duo man woman
share my space as well as dishes, vases,
strange objects. Theycan be colourful or
black and white no matter what they are
mine and I offer them to your eyes in all
simplicity.
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www.melissagariepy.com
Melfem1200@gmail.com
Melissa Gariepy has been a self-taught painter for almost 25 years. Originally from the
Acadian Peninsula, she lived most of her life
in Montreal.

Through my latest work, you are witnessing
the complete and willing transformation of my
urban point of view after long years of city life.
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MELISSA GARIEPY
CANADA

I deliver to you, my visual critique of industrial
and city landscapes through the glance of
beauty it has inspired in me.

This series was entirely created on Arches’
cotton paper: a soft, supple and noble material. The techniques I use have been researched and refined to make for a lasting quality.

It was my desire to create a striking contrast
with the subjects I depict, in order to represent
them differently.
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https://martinecloutier.gallery/
cloutiermartine07@gmail.com
Martine has been interested in nature since a
very young age. She likes to paint subjets in a
very refined way with a touch of abstraction,
revealing selected details, but in a simple and
bare manner, bring out the important element
out the important elements.

She like to work environmental atmospheres
and colour in a subtle way. The structures of
her compositions are simple and full of movement. the texture created by the spatula defines her art well, giving visual effect, and a
certain impression of quiet strength.
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MARTINE CLOUTIER
CANADA
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https://arte-delph.com
Artedelph@gmail.com
Why did she star to paint?

Coming from a family of artists, she was surrounded by art and
culture from a young age, although she was unable to create
anything herself.

As a child, she was immensely impressed and in awe of thoseable to express themselves,putting to paper or canvas such
beauty. She liked to escape from the real world through reading,
which called on her imagination to travel and forget about reality.
She regularly visited museums and exhibitions with her mother.
She particularly enjoyed pioneering artists and authors « those
different from the norm” and pushing existing boundaries.

Gradually,as prisoner toa body that no longer moved or functioned correctly due to chronic auto-immuneillness, the desire to
paint rapidly transformed into a vital necessity.
How did she learn?

As an eternal optimist in all circumstances, her work celebrates
the present moment with creative and liberating movements.
Little by little, thanks to new technology she learnt more and
more, progressing her skills and artwork without having to travel.
Abstract art was obvious to her as the richest and most liberating
manner to express oneself. She learnt how to master different
materials, methods, and colours and explore various techniques
thus creating her own universe.
And today ?

As the years have gone by, she has started to be recognised as
a fully-fledged artist by peers and by the profession, with her
paintings displayed in solo and group exhibitions, galleries and
art shows.
In brief, what does painting mean to her as a person?

Thanks to a creative passion, despite weakness or distress at
some point in our lives, we are all able to convert and beautify
them with strength and energy, and thus overcome and tackle
the darkest moment of our lives.
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ARTEDELPH
FRANCE
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https://loisartistepeintre.com
tremdes@hotmail.com

L O U I S T R E M B L AY ( L O I S )
CANADA

Lois is born in Québec city in 1965 from the unionof
unknown parents. At 10 months he was adopted by
the Tremblay family and grew up in the small town
of Métabetchouan-Lac-à-la Croix.

From a young age, Lois was interested in art. An English woman who came to live with his grandfather
taught him the details of the face. Driven by the desire to touch everything, Lois draws without stopping
and becomes more and more interested in art classes at the school where he begins to make his mark.
Lois starts with technical drawing in high school. He
continues his apprenticeship by studying commercial and industrial arts and design at CEGEP and
completing the interdisciplinary arts module at Université du Québec à Chicoutimi.

A quarter of a century later, in 2015, Lois get a very
strong enthusiasm for acrylic by doing a large format
project. He then begins to paint faces out of his imagination by giving his body and soul to his art.

It was not until 2016 with a few works in hand that
Lois decided to make his first solo exhibition. This
exhibition gives him the taste to become self-taught
and, due to the high demand, to produce a new collection every year. During his solo presence at several symposia, the artist distinguished himself by
his originality and the purity of the colors that are superimposed in a boundless approach.
Influenced by contemporary painters such as Francoise Nielly, Corno, Joshua Miels and Lichtenstein
for his cartoons, Lois’s creativity is endless. He
mainly uses acrylic on canvas and is recently attracted by photography and digital art. The subject of his
paintings is accompanied by the power of colors, giving a depth that transports us. The expression of
the faces that he paints goes far beyond the reflection of the personality, it tells us a story.
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Lois' artistic quest gives us a visual passport of great
eloquence and a parallel of the contemporary world
that goes beyond the canvas itself and gives way to
three-dimensional reality.
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www.baptistelasnier-images.fr
baptiste.lasnier@gmail.com

BAPTISTE LASNIER
FRANCE

At the beginning, Photography was a hobby. I had
my first camera in summer 2013. It's become more
and more present and important in my life and my
spirit.

I decid to start a formation in 2015 to learn technics,
develop my creativity of photographs. It was long,
hard into myself but my aim is achieved : I finish my
formation in spring 2019. Proud and determined,
let's go to create my own individual company to work
as a photograph professionnal a few months after.
What brought me to photography is my love for nature. To take and share pictures of landscapes, animals, trees, atmosphere in order to sensibilize,
transmit the knowledge and respect about nature.

During my walks, in addition to trying to photograph
the local fauna, I like to capture the atmosphere of
the place. The photo allows me to express myself
by using the beauty and character of the place,
known or unknown in which I am, at the moment of
the "click".
A picture as the reflection of the world, of a world.
Yours, mine.

I also take advantage of my urban excursions to
capture a light, a moment, a place. Wander and let
myself go to my inspiration, my feeling and my creativity.
I think if we open the eye, we open our mind, and
Photography allows that. With an eye into ourself,
an eye on the world.

I like colors as good as black and white. The most
important is the emotion transmitted.
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touarassart.com
touarassart@gmail.com

HICHAM TOUARASS

MAROCCO

Born in 1981 ,Hicham Touarass is an autodidact artist, originating from Essaouira, Morocco. His work often focuses on representing
the wonder of customs and traditions associated with Moroccan culture

Born into a family of craftsmen, Touarass’
childhood influences feature significantly in his
artistic practice. Following in his father’s footsteps as a weaver, the artist began his career
with a strong interest in Moroccan Berber carpets, which he often wove in his studio.
In traditional tribal weaving, Moroccan women
would entwine stories of their lives into each
carpet, enriching them with symbolism just as
ancient Berber weavers would do to depict ancestral myths. Touarass preserves this custom
by subtly depicting vast images of Moroccan
culture in the intricacies of his own oil and
acrylic paintings.

A humble beauty flourishes on each canvas,
as he meticulously combines qualities of abstract art, naïve art, pointillism, and calligraphy
to create paintings that pay homage to Moroccan traditions and values.

Fantazia, 2020,
acrylic on canvas ,100/100cm

Freedom,2020,
acrylic on canvas ,100/100cm
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vision,2018,
oil on canvas ,100/100cm

facebook.com/Samia-damachearts-470344129800324
damachesamia13@gmail.com

SAMIA DAMACHE
FRANCE

I was born in 1977 , Algeria,with French nationality. I currently live in isére France ;holder
of an international diploma in fine arts ;painting
drawing option in 1999.between 1999 and
2004 I was a drawing teacher in Algeria ,then
I worked as a pre-school animator in france.

I have an endless love of colors, besides ,the
mixture of my French, Algerian and Spanish
roots ,gives me a great passion for European
art ,the blur of Renoir the romanticism of Delacroix, the chiaroscuro of Rembrandt, the
mystery of Vermeer and Picasso ".

I stayed 40 years so that I could draw like a
child " With modern and contemporary art and
art history, the inspiration of the artists allowed
me to draw artistic paintings that I sold them ,
and to explore a gallery at the museum on the
history of algerian flag in Algeria. in this day i
stay an artist which like the drawing of children.
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http://aronmessk.unblog.fr
aronmessk@outlook.fr

ARON MESSK
FRANCE

Aron Messkis a self-taughtartist, bornin 1964.

As aposterartist, hecreatedpaintingsbased on hismanytravelsaround the world, whichbroughthimvarious inspirations.

Hisartisticdesires come from art classes in high
school, from 15 to 23 yearsoldhewas a photographer, and thenturned to canvascreation.

In some of hisworkswefeel the influence of the 60s
and 70s, whichaccompaniedhisyouth, thenwealsofindhis passion for the United States.
The simple vision of an image, of a place, and Aron
sees the possibility of realizingdifferentcreations.
Then, hesimplyseeks on how to express it by shapingitwithresin, plastic, posters, collage and differentmaterials.

Music is an integral part of Aron Messk'screations,
it guides hisemotions and his imagination.
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Imagination is the key wordthat has accompanied
Aron Messkthroughouthis 56 years. A way to let the
child express himselfthat has neverlefthismind and
has ledhisstepsuntilnow.
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rachel.lafargue@gmx.fr

R A C H E L L A FA R G U E

My mediumic paintings are all done at night.
I never did the fine arts.
Each painting has a secret story.
The future and last each of his paintings.
Each buyer has his future.
No table is the same.
His paintings are unique.
I made mediumic paintings that predicted the global future.
I want to say and I insist I paint in mediumic state.
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SPAIN

http://vasa-danielle.guidarts.com
danielle.vasa@orange.fr

D A N I E L L E VA S A
FRANCE

After academic art studies based on the precepts of Zen, yin and yang and the search for
serenity through artistic expressio.

I was able to obtain a higher degree by passing the three certificates for teaching the Martenot Method.

My desire was to find a form of expression that
could combine, in addition to drawing and the
palette of colours, the fantasies and dreams
of everyone.
So I looked for a means of expression based
on "chaos". From a palette of colours, I wanted to bring out the unconscious outside of any
pictorial logic.

By means of glazes, I tried to interpret the
forms that stood out like a dream, emerging
from who knows where, revealing the deepest
part of our unconscious.

Our inner self finally revealed itself, docile,
under my brush, giving rise to immense joy in
me, proving that I could, if I wanted to, explore
what was hidden in the darkness of my brain.

It was like a window revealing, not the outside
of my self, but the inside, illuminating my intimacy.
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www.cestuncharles.com
cnadeau8@icloud.com
I am self-taught sculptor with no formal training in art. French Canadian from Québec
City. It all started about 20 years ago. With a
soapstone and some tools, aft 2 monts l have
made a cat.

Since that time I have never ceased challenge
myself. I became patient, persistent and enthusiastic by comments I’ve received over my
work. It sparked passion in me and gave me
confidence in sculpting all kinds of rocks that
I picked up here and there.
I practice direct carving without sketching for
all my sculptures. I improvise as I go, whatever the shape, matériel, wood, alabaster, marble, granite, jade.

Go to my website www.cestuncharles.com or
Instagram nadeau336
Leave me your comments on my site.
For purchase contact me through my site.
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CHARLES NADEAU
CANADA

knowell732003@yahoo.com

NOEL RAMIREZ
USA

Noel Ramirez have been fascinated in creating beauty in space and in canvas.

Being a landscape designer, it is always his
challenge how to combine form and function
into a livable and enjoyable space.

This challenge ranges from a large expanse
of land to as small as bonsai pot. As a bonsai
artist, the pot and the tree is his canvas. As a
landscape designer, the land is his canvas.

This passion for living arts was brought forth
into another level in 2008 when he was enlightened to the path of abstract painting while attending graduate school in Landscape
Architecture - all because of beaux arts.

He is learning from other artists styles and techniques hoping that one day he will develop
his own style and technique.

Now he explores different media to create relief that evokes an ephemeral painting from
pure simplicity of the “Elegant Dot” to the explosive chaos of “The Nest in Time”.
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www.artmajeur.com/fr/andylesauce64/presentation
andylesauce64@gmail.com
Andy was born on August 12th 1943, near Lorient (Brittany, France) under the english
bombs falling during world war two.

His parents were fishmongers ,so Andy grew
up among fishes ! He became a teacher, a
psychomotor therapist & a diving instructor.
Today painter ..

Andy lived for years in Reunion Island ( Indian
Ocean), he now expresses his art in the Basque country, Espelette, in his art gallery "Andy
Bleu" in front of the castle. He has given his
testimony in 2 books which he co-authored «
Plus léger que l’air », and « les virtuoses du
corps - enquêtes auprès d’êtres exceptionnels
».

The artist is inspired by the underwater world
and his exploration under the sea, after 14
freediving world records, the quest for the big
blue that he knows so well, we find his expertise in this field through his paintings.

He’s an atypical artist & makes us share his
life through this paintings. He also highlights
the dysfunctions linked to the marine environment: global warming, polluting discharges
into the sea, which are a big part of the problem.

& a major future project is in preparation : « La
mer ET toute sa beauté / La mer EST toute
sabotée ».

Find his portfolio on Art Majeur/Andy Le Sauce
,and on Portail d'artiste de Le Sauce Andy &
Artavita.
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ANDY LE SAUCE
FRANCE
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www.artmajeur.com/fr/stephanie-bonsignore/presentation
alpha.omega.galerie@gmail.com

STEPHANIE BONSIGNORE
FRANCE

Born in the French Riviera, 41 years ago. Earlier in
her youth, Stéphanie Bonsignore developed a talent
painter. Her works oscillate between spirituality and
originality.

She mainly uses acrylic paint and beautifies it with
her own techniques (knife, sand, sponges and various textures), which are the secret of the soul of
her canvas.

They bring questions and deep experience of those
who admire them. An emerging artist, her works are
now on display at the Sonia Monti gallery in the
Champs-Élysées district.

Her paintings evokes lightness, originality and transport you to a world where the reflection mingle with
the beautiful. Its colors and lights take you to an unique and personal travel.

Don’t be surprised if you bury yourself in her paintings, don’t stop admiring and living them.
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www.instagram.com/
laetitia_scheidegger_art
laetitia.s@outlook.com

LAETITIA SCHEIDEGGER

Laetitia Scheidegger is a self-taught artist born
in Switzerland. She first discovered painting
as a child at school and decided to try it on her
own at home.

That painting was the first of many to come
over the years. Many of her creations are inspired by nature and wildlife.Her landscapes
come mostly from her imagination and only rarely represent real places.

Music is her major source of inspiration for
abstract painting. To her,each sound has a
color, every melody is a succession of them,
and the rhythm of the music gives the movement.

She works in a very intuitive way. When she
starts a new painting, she has no idea what it
will look like in the end. She starts with one
color and inspiration comes as she paints.
One color after the other, one tree, flower or
river at a time. Each one of her paintings is intended to be a message of hope, joy, love,
tenderness, light, peace, freedom, and an invitation to dream.
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SWISS
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www.eric-doireau.com
eric.doireau@free.fr
Without any formal training, answering exclusively to the impulse of restless creativity, he
explores the arts with a tranquil curiosity, with
an innocence uncontaminated by academic
prejudice or commercial bias. On a conscious
quest for the most natural means of expression he is the author of a few books, as well
as flirting with painting and film.

Discovering sculpture through a diversity of
shapes, materials and textures, he endeavours to fathom the intricacies of human nature, aiming to reveal its hidden emotions and
delving into the mystery of existence with
heartfelt enthusiasm.

His unclassifiable works manifest a pure, free,
untamed, unassuming style in an approach
that favours suggestion, an exchange of feelings, over mere beauty. Each and every one
of them is a clear invitation to think with the
heart. His concept of art goes beyond unidirectional personal creation in that it merely
points at the beginning of a journey which the
attentive observer, fully involved, should pursue and bring to an end.

Through the interaction of both, the oeuvre becomes collective, always alive, constantly moving and in expressive growth. The creations
of this young and nevertheless mature sculptor can be pleasing or not, but they are certain
never to inspire indifference, moving the spirit
with the prodigious magic of the great masters, spurring our six senses into action.
Presentation and review
by Cayetana Ruiz Román, writer.
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ERIC DOIREAU
SPAIN
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AWARDS OF THE 2020
ART COMPETITION

STEPHANE ROSSIGNOL
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DOMINIQUE KERKHOVE-LALA
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ROSA SCHANDY

PATRICIA VAZ DIAS

ISAEL

DRAWING / COLLAGE
KAMEL BRICHNI
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NATHALIE FOULADOUX
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JEAN-JACQUES VITIELLO

JULIE VAILLANCOURT

GUY SOPKOWIZ

PAINTING / MIXED MEDIA
LOUIS TREMBLAY (LOIS)
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EVA CZAPLICKI
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MARIE-ANNE THIEFFRY

MARIE-ANNE THIEFFRY

LOIC DE LANGENHAGEN

MODERN & CONTEMPORARY SCULPTURE
SONJA VISHNUDART
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KELLESTOM
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GILBERT AMGAR DIT "AARON"

MARIE ANGE VAN MEYEL

ERIC DAVID

PHOTOGRAPHY / DIGITAL ART
ALEXANDRE DI PASCOLI
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Marc Tremblay
La vie à venir
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